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Meadow Sports Football Club
Loop Rd Playing Fields, Loop Rd, Kingfield, Woking
Surrey GU22 9BQ
7.45pm for a prompt 8pm start

AGENDA






7.15 Academy Meeting
8.00 Chairman’s Welcome
Guest Speaker
Charles Breakspear

“Ref what have you seen now?”












86th Annual General Meeting 2014

Apologies for Absence
Minutes of 85th Annual General Meeting
Matters Arising
Annual Reports
Rule Amendment (see page 4)
Subscriptions for 2014/15
Re-election of Officers & Committee
Committee Vacancies
Any Other Business
10pm close

April meeting is on Monday 7th April 2014
The deadline for the April edition is
Friday 28thMarch 2014
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or it’s Committee
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Hello everybody,
Is there anyone who has actually had a game recently? I can’t believe the
weather, I have seen some weird and wonderful sites recently, complete pitches
submerged, local parks that have lakes in place of sports facilities and it does not
look like the situation will improve any time soon.
I am sure that when (and if) the weather improves, and the pitches become playable, there will be a need for extra games and even Double headers, if you are
asked to officiate at Double headers make sure that you check the rules of competition for playing times and match fees. In the meantime try and keep yourself
fit, so that you won’t be caught out.

At our next meeting on Monday 3rd March we will have a Double header of our
own, We are very fortunate to have as our guest speaker Charles Breakspear,
who as you know is a Surrey Referee, who has gone from a young Referee,
(who I had the pleasure of assessing when he started on the promotion ladder)
to a National list Referee. Charles is in my opinion a perfect role model, for our
up and coming academy referees.
The second part of our Double header is the AGM, perhaps not so exciting and
Charles but an important event.
As usual I hope that you get the opportunity to get out there and do some Refereeing.
Finally Under Vince’s Leadership the training team are at present in the process
of running a course with 26 candidates, this course will be completed on Saturday 22nd Feb, and hopefully we will be able to recruit some new members for the
society,
My thanks to everybody on the training team Vince, Gareth, Pat and Dave.

See you Soon

Barry

With the AGM at the March meeting, the Warbler this month is rather packed
with Society and RA business, hence the mini musings, not that I’ve much to
muse about given I’ve not had a game since last year. As I write this however I
am rather more hopeful for this coming weekend (22nd / 23rd) with a Premier
SCILW and a SYL Cup Semi Final. I hope my whistle still works (and my legs)
Still, with my smart new Nike kit (Chrissy present from M.i.L.) I should at least
look the part, even if I can’t act it.
I’m sorry to report that Peter Guest is stepping down as President of the Woking
Referees Society (please see his note on next page) His wisdom and wit, not to
mention his conjuring skills (I will never forget “The Great Stupendo” ?) and huge
doses of common sense will be sorely missed.

Mac
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And it's goodbye from him...
After much deliberation, I have decided that the time is right for me to step down
as President. In reaching this decision, I have reflected on my time in refereeing
and what is best for the Society.
I was honoured to be asked to follow Dennis Wells as president. Dennis was a
dear friend, a great character and a highly respected referee who is still
missed...and a difficult act to follow. I have many fond memories of Dennis and
Pam (our Patron) but none more so than seeing the two of them standing on a
table hitting themselves on the head with tin trays to the tune Mule-train...yee
haa! As I said, a difficult act to follow.
I have enjoyed various posts within the Society, but perhaps my proudest
achievement was as Chair when I reduced formal business at monthly meetings
to put the focus firmly on refereeing matters. It sounds simple and a 'no brainer'
now, but it was a real challenge at the time and something that other societies
haven't achieved yet...and some traditionalists would go back if given half a
chance...point of order Chair!
Unfortunately age and injury have caught up and my active refereeing is probably over; I would have loved to have had a final flourish, but that now seems unlikely. I was a 'poacher turned gamekeeper' and, as such, thought I understood
players better than most. I reached the Isthmian League before dropping back a
few levels and at the same time taking up assessing; throughout the Society was
there to support ... I'm very proud it is still supporting other local referees today.
So what does the President actually do? The role is largely ceremonial, but occasionally is asked to advise and guide and of course being in sole charge during those two minutes at the AGM when the old committee stand down and the
new one is elected...phew it is tough. I assist in the redrafting of the Society
rules, something that was not particularly exciting, but very necessary.
My time as president has been challenging and frustrating at times and I have
had to intervene as people have struggled to come to terms with change. What
is clear is that change is necessary if the RA is to be relevant and survive. I
have concerns regarding the direction of the national RA as most effort seems to
be directed towards maintaining a national presence without a clear sense of
what the role and purpose of the RA is, potentially to the detriment of the society
structure. In my experience the only reason to be a member is the support offered at a local level. We have a strong society but many are struggling, perhaps
the answer is to have less but stronger and more relevant societies.
Since becoming president, my availability to attend to refereeing matters has decreased in direct proportion to the increasing pressures of my employment and
this has meant that I haven't attended as many meetings as I would have
wished. It has become obvious that I cannot give the commitment that the Society deserves and, rather than paying lip service to the role, I would rather step
aside now on good terms and allow someone else the opportunity to undertake
the role. I will continue to attend when able to enjoy the camaraderie, listen and
learn about this great game we all love.
P.T.O.
....
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I will step down at the AGM when I can offer my very best wishes for the future -

Peter

and it’s goodbye from Her………...
I have received a very kind letter from Pam Wells informing me that she wishes
to stand down as Patron at the AGM. Pam says she was very proud to have
held the position in memory of Dennis, but feels that after ten years and being
unable to attend meetings, the time is right for her to step down. I’m sure we will
respect Pam’s decision and thank her officially at the AGM for the many years
she has supported the Society.

President, Officers and Committee Election 2014
Position
President:

Current Role
Holder
Peter Guest

Nomination
Received for
Vince Penfold

Nominated by
Committee

Seconded by
Committee

Chairman:

Barry Rowland

Barry Rowland

Bryan Jackson

Gareth
Heighes

Colin Barnett

Colin Barnett

Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader

Secretary:

Patric
Bakhuizen

Patric Bakhuizen

Bryan Jackson

Vince Penfold

Treasurer & Membership:

Bryan Jackson

Bryan Jackson

Barry Rowland

Brian Reader

Asst Secretary

Gareth Heighes

Andy Bennett

Vince Penfold

Dave Lawton

Training Officer:

Vince Penfold
Anthony
McBirnie

Vince Penfold

Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader

Anthony McBirnie

Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader

Tony Price

Tony Price

Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader

Brian Reader
Roy Butler

Brian Reader
Roy Butler

Bryan Jackson
Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader
Brian Reader

Andy Bennett

Andy Bennet

Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader

Tom Ellsmore

Tom Ellsmore

Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader

Dave Lawton
Martin Read

Dave Lawton
Martin Read

Bryan Jackson
Bryan Jackson

Brian Reader
Brian Reader

Rachel Marlow

Rachel Marlow

Andy Bennett

Brian Reader

Merill Readett

Paul Saunders

Andy Bennett

Dave Lawton

Gareth Heighes

Gareth Heighes

Bryan jACKSON

Brian Reader

Vice Chairman:

Magazine Editor:
Supplies Officer:
County RA Delegate:

Committee Members:
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End of Year Accounts 2013/4
The Society Accounts have been independently examined and continue to
show that the society is in a reasonable financial position.

The committee have also confirmed that there will be no need to propose a
subscription increase for 2014/2015, which will still need ratification by members at the AGM. .
To summarise, you will see that the profit for 2013 was £587.49 compared
with the loss in 2012 of £324.76.
This continues the cycle of profit one year and loss the next. For information
the profit in 2011 was £619.21.
The differences between 2012 and 2013 are easily visible in the accounts but
the largest is the Warbler costs where in 2012 we purchased sufficient
stamps not only for 2013, but for most of 2014 as well.
The website costs include 3 years hosting and a further 9 years ownership of
the 'wokingreferees.co.uk' name.
Membership numbers at 31st December 2013 were
64 Full Members
5 Friends
2 Affiliate members
If anyone has any questions please email me and I will answer and provide
that answer to all members and at the AGM.
Finally, my thanks again to Ken Chivers for his prompt turnaround of the accounts.
Bryan Jackson
Hon Treasurer / Membership Secretary

Proposed Rule Amendment
old wording
5.6
The committee shall have the power to propose for election up to 5
Life Vice Presidents, who shall be members considered worthy of such an
honour. Life Vice presidents are not eligible to hold committee positions.
amended wording
5.6
The committee shall have the power to propose for election up to 7
Life Vice Presidents, who shall be members considered worthy of such an
honour. Life Vice presidents are not eligible to hold committee positions
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Minutes of the 85th Annual General Meeting of the Woking Society of the
Referee’s Association
4th March 2013
Apologies: Chris Jones, Chris Busby and Glenn Le Roche
Vince Penfold opens the AGM at 8pm
Minutes of the 84th AGM -Proposed by Dave Lawton and Seconded by Gareth
Heighes
Annual Reports:
Secretary: The average attendance at society meetings is 36 people/ 27 Actual members
Treasurer / Membership: Annual Accounts as per warbler. Membership is
down with 68 full members. Proposed by Bryan Jackson and Seconded by
Gareth Heighes
Bryan Jackson thanks Ken Chivers for all his help with accounts.
Training officer: Vince Thanks Corin Readett for his work as Training officer for the past year whose courses produced 100 new referees which Averaging 25 per course. Going forward Vince will be our societies new training officer
and will be reopening the societies pre-meeting academy.
There will be 4 courses over the next year including a summer course at Meadow sports
Supplies Officer: Tony says for people that were not aware that society
training wear is available and he will need minimum order of 25 items
Editor Report: Antony McBirnie would like to have more contributions to
the warblers of the future to improve our magazine and if members wish there is
an Electronic Version available
Rule Changes: As per warbler Proposed by Merrill Readett and Seconded
by Bryan Jackson motion carried 24/2 and 1 vote obtained
Subscriptions: as per warbler to increased by £1 across the board except
life members Proposed by Gareth Heighes and Seconded by Dave Lawton Majority vote carries the motion
Vince Penfold thanks everyone for all of their help and support over the past 3
years and a personal thanks to all the officers and committee to their help and
hard work during his tenure.
Vince hands the floor over to President Peter Guest to the last time at 8.45.
Peter Guest thanks Vince Penfold for his legacy as Chairman saying his has
made our society very proud.
Elections: as per warbler and the voting of Merrill Readett onto the committee proposed Pat Bakhuizen and seconded by Bryan Jackson
Peter Guest offers his full support to our new Chairman Barry Rowland and encourages everyone to give their full backing to Barry.
New Chairman Barry Rowland explains his love for football and refereeing and
how honoured he is to become our new chairman and offers his full support and
availability for help to anyone who needs it.
A.O.B: Bracknell RS has officially invited us at Woking to their annual dinner and dance at the Blue Mountain golf club priced at £30
CRB forms have now changed however the prices will remain at £15.30
On behalf of the whole society to thank Richard behind the bar who allows us to
us the bar for free of charge apart from a society donation.
AGM closed by Barry Rowland at 9.40
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Charles, Harry, Billy & Me –8.
“Not like Harry to be late.”
Some of us already knew that Harry was going to Polesden Lacy today with his
missus.
This was one of several visits to National Trust sites over the last couple of
months which was quite obviously his wife’s idea. I thought there was an unspoken sub-text here; Harry’s wife was keen on improving their outlook on life together, especially since Billy’s wife had run off without warning, and Harry appeared to resent Billy for this change in attitude.
“Bet you’re glad you’re out of the running for refereeing in Brazil at the World
Cup. Wonder how Howard Webb & co are feeling right now.” Billy’s remarks
meant nothing to me, but Charles seemed to understand the point.
“If you mean what I think you do, I read about that too. Seems that a referee up
country in Brazil somewhere was beheaded by supporters on the pitch.”
“Well, the papers don’t always get their reporting exact, but from what I read
there was some argument during the game between the referee and a player.”
Billy continued, “then the referee produced a knife and stabbed the player.
Doesn’t sound real but then a section of the supporters invaded the pitch, all hell
broke loose, and the ref ended up in pieces.”
“I hope there would be better security and safety at World Cup venues when the
time comes,” I countered. “Perhaps they got the story out of context. Anyway, it
makes our pitch invasions or mass confrontations somewhat innocuous by comparison. Fortunately they happen seldom in this country and I’ve never had to
deal with one.”
The outside door of the Thatchers had already opened and Harry came into the
bar, throwing a fierce look in Billy’s direction. Billy wasn’t taking any notice so
maybe it was just my imagination!
The three of us supped up so that Harry could get a round.
“Actually I’m quite enjoying this new education,” said Harry on his return, “there’s
lots of history in these old places.”
“You weren’t looking very happy when you came in.” Charles didn’t say that this
appeared to be Harry’s usual look, but I know that was what he was thinking.
“Wasn’t that,” Harry replied. “Traffic chaos, road works everywhere, couple of accidents, then some idiot hits me up the backside.”
“You and the wife OK then?”
“She was shook up a bit, but there wasn’t much damage to the car. Just blinkin’
annoying really. What were you saying you’ve never had to deal with?”
“Oh, mass confrontations on the pitch. I’m usually pretty quick trying to deal with
situations which arise during a match. But of course, sometimes you don’t see it
coming. You will no doubt remember well-known incidents from the Premier
League over the years. Referees have generally dealt well with these situations.”
“Not sure I agree with that,” Harry said. “Seems to me more of the players should
have been cautioned in most cases.”
“Best to concentrate on dealing with the main contributors to the scene to set an
example.” Charles providing back-up again.
“Well, maybe……Hey! Did you read about that referee in Brazil?”

WOKram
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From whistles to watches,
flags to record cards, shirts
to socks , Tony’s got the lot
in his big black bag
Help support the society and
make sure you give Tony a
call for all your refereeing needs 01483 836388 /
07722795637
a.price370@ntlworld.com

Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735
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Football v Homophobia

Above - Callum,

Paul,

Dave ,

Andy,

Rachel,

Pat,

Gareth

On Monday 17th February, 7 Woking RA Referees attended a youth tournament organised by Woking Town FC for the national campaign to highlight
Football V Homophobia, The tournament was supported by Woking Borough
Council, Woking FC and Surrey FA
There were teams from all across Surrey who competed, 4 teams for U10 Girls
Football, 4 teams for U14 & U15 boys and 6 teams for U13 boys. The tournament was free to enter and although there were no trophy's for the winners all
teams were treated like winners with everyone receiving a medal and a certificate for attending and taking part
The day was split into 2 sessions with all participants having a workshop to explain what is acceptable in today's world with regard to gay, lesbian and
transgender participants in any form of sport from the national campaign manager of the Football V Homophobia campaign supported by the FA

It was a fun and well organised day and the hope is to hold it again next year
over a two day period to include adult football
For
more
information
please
visit
the
site www.footballvhomophobia.com and remember -

football is for everyone

Pat
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Adie has the Blues, Ray
I count myself rather fortunate to have had a few games since Christmas. Purely
by luck rather than judgement my games have been on other leagues and cup
competitions rather than the SCILW. Like most leagues the SCILW has suffered
with massive postponements and we can visualise a lot of evening games come
April and May. If you are available for those games please let your respective
Referee Secretaries know. I realise I have made this statement before but it does
no harm to remind match officials of the leagues’ requirements.
It is about this time of the year that I usually start preparing the garden for the
summer crops. One look at my bean trench and that thought went out the window. Originally I had chosen this area many years ago as it stays reasonably
moist in the summer. Moist!!!! I think I would sink about a foot in it and I could only grow rice in it at present. Any thought of turning the soil over and digging in
some manure and compost will have to wait at least a month!! Back to logging
then I guess.
A total disaster in the Freeman household came about two weeks ago when my
eldest son called through to me ‘what’s wrong with your blue ray player?’ I wandered into the lounge to find him and my better half fiddling with the unit. This is
a combined home theatre system and although the surround sound was operating the DVD player had gone caput! By the end of the week my tolerance of having Diane in the same room while I was trying to work on league business watching her ER DVD’s had become too much, so on my way home from work I went
into town and purchased a new unit. I believe when this type of modern device
goes wrong it is best to junk it, it was five years old and would probably cost
more to repair. Carefully selecting the same make with what I thought were the
same speaker connections I returned home and that evening and told Diane I
planned to set it up the next day. My game was off due to the rain so I read the
instruction leaflet (like all good engineers do) and set to work. First problem, the
speaker connections were similar but smaller. Futtocks!! Out came the soldering
iron (as they never give you cables long enough), extended two of the leads and
removed all the old cabling. After installing the new cables and speakers I then
discovered that the new unit was 30mm wider than the old one and would not fit
into the cavity I had built in the bespoke unit in the lounge. They had cunningly
disguised it by having tapering sides – s*ds!! It now sits on top of the wooden
unit but the good news is I am left in peace in the evenings. Result!!
Youngest son Jamie phoned tonight from University. Phone calls from him usually mean ‘it’s going to cost me’ because he only contacts me for money – not so.
He needed sympathy (bless). Apparently he had a fall while playing football (or
so he claims) and has broken his wrist. Diane immediately went into ‘concerned
mother mode’, eldest son Graham (who was preparing some quotes on his laptop in the dining room) extracted the urine and I tried to explain that my father
always told me that sympathy in the dictionary comes between sh*t and syphilis.
That did not amuse Diane and I got one of those ‘female disgusted at the male of
the species’ looks. Graham didn’t!!
If you are lucky enough to get a game – enjoy it

Adie
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The Adventures of Willy ‘Red Card’ Woodwork
The Whistling Referee
The Corner Kicks
Match:
League:
Time:
Colours:
Weather:

Cockfosters Casuals –v- Reds Rovers
Division Three – Sunday Park League (North)
Approximately twenty minutes to go
Casuals - Blue and yellow striped shirts with yellow shorts
Reds Rovers – All red!
Changeable – You just never know!

The best referee I know is me. That may sound conceited or possibly vain but
the Premiership referees can get it wrong with two neutral assistants and a fourth
official but I can get it wrong all by myself! If I do make a mistake which is extremely rare, it will be an honest mistake and I know I make very few errors during the season. If only Sky could televise one of my matches live that would be
the proof for everyone to witness for themselves how good I really am. Maybe
the FA would promote me from the Sunday Park League (North) to the premier
overnight…….I live in hope.
That wonderful tutor and referee Keith Hiller was always reminding us on our
Basic Referees course to ‘be in the best possible position to give the right decision’ and I have learnt over the years how right Keith was. (Of my Top 100 list of
the best referees he is certainly some where on that list!)
With those thoughts in mind I took a great position as Casuals prepared to take a
goal kick. On awarding the goal kick to Casuals I began to run to take up a position near the half way line. The Casuals goalie placed the ball and kicked the
ball immediately. The ball hit the back of my head which made me stumble to
the ground. As the ball rebounded from my head it then flew passed the goalie
into the goal. I stood up and was composed enough to watch the ball entering
the goal. I tried hard not to smile as it was the first goal that I had scored for
many years and a header at that too. I knew I had to be professional and just
calmly pointed to the centre spot as I awarded the goal.
A few Casuals players were not happy and I had to caution one of them for dissent. I had no other option other that to award the goal as the ball had clearly
entered the goal. I explained the referee is a ‘goal post’ which meant that when
the ball hits the referee the play should just continue just as it does when the ball
does hit the goal post……we just carry on!

The players were not happy with my explanation but I knew the laws and the
players generally do not!
Was our referee correct to award the goal?
If not, what should have been the restart? Retake the goal kick, corner, indirect free kick, direct free kick, drop ball?
The game continued and I awarded Reds Rovers a corner kick. To the players
amazement he took the kick and the ball seemed to have a mind of its own and
curled straight into the Cockfosters Casuals goal.
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It was a sight to behold. What a fantastic goal. Even the Casuals players applauded the goal. After all it does not happen to often.
Within the next few minutes the weather completely changed yet again. We
were back in what felt like a hurricane. I awarded a corner to Rovers and the
same player who had scored only a few moments ago placed the ball in the corner arc.
The wind was blowing towards the Rovers goal and as the ball was kicked it
started to head towards the Rovers goal. All the players watched in total astonishment as the ball flew through the air. With the exception of the Rovers goalie
all the other players including myself were in the Casuals half. The ball suddenly dipped down and went straight into the Rovers goal. From a direct goal in one
end now I had to deal with a goal at the opposite end. From jubilation to despair, the player had now scored in both goals in a matter of minutes.
There was no doubt a goal had been scored and I pointed to the centre spot.
None of us had ever witnessed a spectacle such as this before and it was extremely unlikely a goal such as this would ever be scored again.
The ‘goal scorer’ was again congratulated on such a feat and all the players
walked to prepare for the kick off. Not one player said a word to me so I knew I
was correct to allow the goal.
Can a goal be scored direct into the opponent’s goal from a corner kick?
If not, what is the restart?
Can a goal be scored direct into a player’s own goal from a corner kick?
If not, what is the restart?
Never stop reading the laws of the game. Each season there are changes and
some times there are different interpretations of the laws. Know the law well
and apply the law well.

For all those avid readers of my article you all know what a good referee I am
and I am sure you all want to equal the high standards that I set as a referee.
Maybe I could arrange for you to be an assistant referee on one of my matches
in a few weeks time?
Keep reading those laws!
Willy Woodwork
Willy ‘Red card’ Woodwork
The Whistling Referee
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
Nothing in football is ever new; it’s all been done before in some way or another.
This was brought home to me recently when I was talking about football with my
son-in-law. He is an avid Southampton fan and was telling me about an idea they
had come up with whereby they developed academy players then sold them on
thus giving them an income to buy more senior players. “Lawrie McMenamy did
that in the eighties” I said, “That’s not new.” Talk then turned to players who developed late and Rickie Lambert was mentioned. “That’s happened in the past,” I
said, “Roger Davies of Derby was a late developer but probably the best example was Tony Book who joined Manchester City in 1966 when he was thirty-one.
The look on my son-in-law’s face told me he had never heard of these players
but the discussion had now moved on to strikers and whether teams should play
with one striker or two up front as in the case of Sturridge and Suarez at Liverpool. “I remember Southampton used to have two strikers once who were very
effective, Ted McDougall and Phil Boyer”, I said. My son-in-law had a blank look
on his face and I could see what was going through his mind. A la Derek Trotter
it was “What is this silly old fart talking about now”.
When I got home I looked up the players I had mentioned. Roger Davies had
signed for Derby in 1975 and McDougall and Boyer played for Southampton between 1976 and 1978. Tony Book had started his league career at Plymouth Argyle at the age of thirty but, conned by Malcolm Allison, had altered his birth certificate to twenty eight years as they didn’t think that Plymouth Argyle would pay
the £1500 transfer fee. Book captained Manchester City for four years and was
the most successful captain they had.
Age is a funny thing and, of course, my son-in-law would have been a child at
this time and would not have known anything about them, but to me it seemed
like yesterday. I console myself with the thought that no, there is nothing new in
football and the saying, I don’t know by whom, that goes “When an old person
dies another library closes”.

Tony Murphy

COLMANBALLS (thanks to Tony Murphy)
They said it would last two rounds - they were half wrong, it lasted four..
Harry Carpenter
No fighter comes into the ring hoping to win - he goes in hoping to win.
Henry Cooper
Standing there making a sitting target of himself. Terry Lawless
It's obvious these Russian swimmers are determined to do well on American soil.
Anita Lonsborough
Whoever wins today will win the championship no matter who wins. Denis Law
And Meade had a hat-trick. He scored two goals. Richard Whitmore
I don't blame individuals, Elton, I blame myself. Joe Royle
So that's 1-0, sounds like the score at Bondary Park where of course it's 2-2.
Jack Wainwright
So it means that, mathematically, Southampton have 58 points. Peter Jones
If you had to name one particular person to blame it would have to be the players. Theo Foley
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Report on the CRA Meeting held on SUNDAY 5th JANUARY
2014 At Warwick University. Commencing at 11am.
This is now an annual meeting for County RA Secretary’s or their representatives, each
CRA is allowed to send 2 people. The agenda proposed two sessions. The morning to
be taken up with the Constitutional Review Team report and debate. The afternoon
session being an ‘Open Forum - Have your say’. However the agenda was changed
by the Chairman at the lunch interval, he felt that we should continue with the CRT
presentation and questions, this left only 20 minutes for the Open Forum which was
eventually stretched to 30 mins. Bearing in mind that originally 2 hours was allocated
so it was most disappointing for those who wanted to raise general questions on the
latest Board decisions as detailed in the December edition of the RA News.

Constitutional Review Team report
1.

Central Recruitment (Direct membership) is essential and is used to attract new
members. Advertising via CFA’s and other media is in force. County RA’s will be
involved where advice is needed on the location of new members. So far this
method has attracted approx 70 recruits.

2. There are no proposed changes to the RA Structure.

3. The Election process for the Chairman of the Board will remain the same for the
present but further discussions will continue. The Board of Inquiry did make recommendations for this post. AFA requested that this be taken back to Local RA’s, this view
was in a minority.
4. A new Schedule covering conduct of Board meetings will be laid down.
5. The Electoral system applicable at AGM’s/ EGM’s will be one member one
vote. LRA’s not attending Conference will be required to use postal voting.
No longer will County RA representatives be able to fill in blank voting slips
on behalf of an LRA. It was clarified however that a County RA Secretary can bring
with him the voting slips duly filled in and signed by the Local RA, these must be presented in a sealed envelope.
6. Current proposals to exclude employees of the FA & County FA’s from joining the
RA Board on the grounds of ’Conflict of Interest’ will proceed. There was much debate
on this and it was suggested that we contact Ian Blanchard for feedback from the FA.
The recent appointment of Board member Paul Field to the role of part time Acting
General Manager was questioned. Many felt that employees of the National RA should
also be excluded. The CRT agree to add this to work in progress.
7. It is proposed that the Constitution will be simple with no wholesale changes as per
the BOI report.
8. It is proposed to allow any new member joining the RA for the first time ,
free membership for the first year , they will however need to pay for Insurance. Local RA’s will have the option to charge to cover their costs of running their
local meetings.
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9. It is proposed to move the membership year to September; this has been a
hot topic for many years. Reasons are that Local RA’s do not meet until the new season generally late August/ September and this is when LRA’s have highest attendance
and the opportunity to collect subscriptions also Insurance will run concurrently
throughout the summer. Much debate on this but the feeling is that it will be approved
at the AGM.
10 There will be clarification of the roles expected of LRA’s & CRA’s .
11 AGM’s and EGM’s to be streamlined allowing more members debate.
12 Rules and Notices of Motion to be better explained and an explanatory document
will be issued soon on this. This will eliminate any debate on the proposed rule
or NOM and when questioned on this, the reply was that this is the procedure used by
Plc Companies, Banks & Building Societies, ie: No debate just a straight forward vote.
This was not well received. Nobody wants to go back to the days when the Rostrum
was occupied with long winded and often repeated statements. Members however
should have the right to questions on the day. A request to look again at this was
forthcoming.
13 Schedule 4 headed Appeals by LRA’s against decisions of their County RA Committees , time limits to be halved.
14 Under the ‘Open Forum ‘session.
I asked why the Board were confident that by outsourcing Supplies a better service
would be provided and what’s in it for the RA. Paul Field responded stating that although the supplies had been profitable in the past, it would incur a loss of around
£2,000, also we currently hold £27,000 of stock which we need to convert into hard
cash. We are not experts in marketing kit etc: and much better to allow an experienced sports company to operate commercially. This business has become very competitive. We are looking at receiving 15% from the proposed partners. Overheads
would be reduced at Head Office which means a re-think on staffing and possible
downsize of office.
THE Constitutional Review Board will now review their findings
taking today’s views into consideration, The FINAL REPORT will be published
by 14th FEBRUARY .

The presentation by Ian Davies was very informative, he answered every question with
clarity. The facilities at Warwick University were first class and apart from deviating
from the Agenda it was well organised. The meeting ended at 4-10pm.

Ray Mallery
Surrey
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SCRA DELEGATES MEETING: 27 JANUARY 2014

I apologised on behalf of Woking Society for the inaccurate sentence in the November “Warbler” which had caused offence to Surrey County FA, and stressed
that it did not represent the views of Woking Society.
The FA has agreed NOT to allow coloured clothing for referees at grassroots level.
There was a long debate on recruitment. This started on the subject of recruiting
younger members, but expanded into the need to recruit all ages. County RAs
are being urged to set up their own Youth Councils, but doubts were expressed
whether we could find someone with the necessary time to run one in Surrey. Do
we know anyone? There are few youth members in local Societies in Surrey, and Woking seems to be the only Society in Surrey with an Academy meeting before the main Society meeting. The County FA already has a Youth Forum
run by the SCFA Development Group, so this raised a further question about the
need for a RA Youth Council in Surrey. SCFA are of opinion that there are too
many youngsters (15 to 16) on basic referees courses and not enough adults,
but we were also told that there is “good” referee coverage of adult football
across the county. It was suggested that the RA approach local leagues, via the
League Representative Committee, to advertise the RA on their websites.
At request of SCRA, the SCFA Challenge Trophy Committee is considering increased time for team sheets before KO in county cup matches from 10 minutes
to 30 minutes. This would bring county cups into line with many local leagues.
Decision awaited. I pointed out that while I agreed with the 30 minute proposal,
there were other local leagues, e.g. Surrey & Hants Border League, that ought to
be brought into line too.
The second long discussion of the meeting was on the County RA (CRA) Liaison
meeting held at Coventry earlier in January. There has been a special edition of
RA News covering this, but we had a separate report from Ray Mallery who attended the meeting for SCRA. Whilst much of the detail was the same, I detected
different nuances in the reporting. What was skimmed over in RA News was that
the planned 2-hour “Have Your Say” session in the afternoon was reduced to only 30 minutes when the Chairman altered the agenda at lunchtime to continue
with the Constitutional Review Team presentation.
Local
Societies (known as ABS in the current constitution) will become Local Referees
Associations (LRAs) The Electoral system at AGMs/EGMs will be one member
one vote. LRAs not attending Conference will be required to use postal voting.
No longer CRA representatives be able to fill in blank voting slips on behalf of a
LRA - though a CRA rep can take LRA votes with them in a sealed envelope!
Proposal to allow free membership in their first year to new members joining RA
for first time, though they will need to pay for insurance. Also proposed to move
membership
year
to
September.
A controversial proposal to eliminate any debate on rule changes or motions at
AGMs/EGMs was not well received and the CRT team has been asked to think
again. Also a proposal to half the time limits for appeals by LRAs against decisions of CRAs.
Another disturbing bit of news is that the November Board meeting overturned a
decision of the July Board meeting to circulate minutes of Board meetings. The
November minutes have therefore not been circulated, so how is anyone supposed to know of the decision not to circulate minutes?
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Two papers from the Liaison meeting were distributed to delegates: “RA Funds –
for the benefit of members” and “RA Subscription – value for money?”. I have
asked that these both be circulated electronically to all Societies.
It is proposed to outsource supplies. (Q. Who to?) Accounts show £27K stock.
(Q. How is it made up?) Accounts also show supplies have been profitable for
several years. (Q. So why outsource?)
The final version of the CRT report is due on 14 February. SCRA wants to
have a debate on this at the next meeting on 31st March, so all Societies are
asked to come prepared. Woking Committee please note!
Other matters:
It was asked if SCRA could approach SCFA to get them to agree to pay a match
fee (instead of just £5) to referees attending a hearing.
Question asked about the limits of self-defence possible if a referee is assaulted.
Answer given by another delegate was that usual legal requirements apply – reasonable force.
Chris Ducklin is standing down as SCRA delegate to SCFA Referees Committee.
A replacement is sought. Anyone interested should contact Brian Fish in the first
instance.

Brian

28/1/14

PLAYER WHO SAW RED AFTER TACKLE ADMITS GBH

Surrey Advertiser – spotted by Rob Hughes
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British University Cup Finals.
Mens Trophy Final
4th Official ; Tom Ellesmore
Womens Trophy Final
Assistant Referee ; Rachel Marlow
Mens Championship Final
Assistant Referee; Tom Ellsmore

3rd March

Society Meeting - Charles Breakspear + AGM

7th April

Society Meeting - Lucy May

12 May

Society Meeting - TBA

18th May

End of Season Dinner

11th 12th July

Referees Association Conference - Hinkley

This Month’s Speaker
Charles Breakspear

Qualified at 14 & went
from level 7 to 4 before my 17
birthday.

level 4 for 3 years & was
promoted to level 3 at 20 & after 9 months was a football
league assistant

At 23 I was promoted onto
the select group of assistant
referees on the premier league
& at 24 I was promoted onto the
panel list of referee's

Finally last season at the
age of 25 I was promoted onto the national list of referees for the football
league after 9 months on the panel
Plum appointments include FA Youth Cup Final, FA Community Shield, FA
Cup Semi Final, FA Youth County Cup, U21 Internationals, Champion
League Qualifiers & Europa League games
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A good deed - a heart warming tale
A man and his wife were awakened at 3:00 am by a loud pounding on the door.
The man gets up and goes to the door where a drunken stranger, standing in the pouring rain, is asking for a push.
"Not a chance," says the husband, "it is 3:00 in the morning!"
He slams the door and returns to bed.
"Who was that?" asked his wife..
"Just some drunk guy asking for a push," he answers.
"Did you help him?" she asks.
"No, I did not, it's 3am in the morning and it's bloomin' well pouring with rain out there!"
"Well, you have a short memory," says his wife. "Can't you remember about three
months ago when we broke down, and those two guys helped us?
I think you should help him, and you should be ashamed of yourself!
"God loves drunk people too you know."
The man does as he is told, gets dressed, and goes out into the pounding rain.
He calls out into the dark, "Hello, are you still there?"
"Yes," comes back the answer.
"Do you still need a push?" calls out the husband.
"Yes, please!" comes the reply from the dark.
"Where are you?" asks the husband.
"Over here on the swing," replied the drunk..

A Young Players view from the pitch
Touchline shouting, that's all I ever hear,
I'm so confused and filled with fear.
I'm only ten years old and football should be fun,
But with all this noise I don't know which way to run.
"Get back in defence!" my manager shouts.
Dad shouts, "Get up front and deal with these louts!"
Loud mouth supporter, who knows all the rules.
(He takes the rest of us for fools)
Shouts, "What are you doing lad?
Your head's in a spin"
Is it any surprise, with all this din ?
I am only a boy, so why do you all try to destroy,
What I'd love to enjoy?
FOOTBALL SHOULD BE FUN!
Passed to me by Roy Lomax
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Classes here now

FOR ALL LEVELS OF FITNESS
MALE AND FEMALE
OF ALL AGES

HAVE FUN
GETTING FIT
For Details

Contact Gareth Price on
07735067158
Winston Churchill School
Every Tuesday at 19.00 - 20.00 hrs

Ash Taxis
6 Seater Taxi

Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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95 Sutton Avenue
St Johns, Woking
Surrey GU21 8UL
01483 385776
07780 684416
michaelgeorgelawrence@hotmail.com

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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Courtesy of the Chiltern Referee
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Courtesy of the Chiltern Referee
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium PO Box 1966
London SW1P 9EQ

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Ian Blanchard ; Senior National Game Referee Manager
Roger Vaughan ; Recruitment, Retention & Development
Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com
Referee Competition Manager
Appointments Secretary
Referee Development Officer

Connaught House 36 Bridge Street Leatherhead,
Surrey, KT22 8BZ
01372 373543
Mark Wood mark.wood@surreyfa.com
Rod Wood 0208 979 2477 & 07860 400995
Rod.wood@surreyfa.com
Tim Lawrence 01372 373543

The Referees’ Association
www.footballreferee.org
ra@footballreferee.org
Tel 024 7642 0360 Fax 024 7767 7234

Unit 12, Ensign Business Centre
Westwood Way
Westwood Business Park
Coventry CV4 8JA

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Surreyra@hotmail.com
Brian Fish 01483 420007 fishbaak@yahoo.co.uk

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Terry Hawkett 07782 653334
Terry.hawkett@gmail.com

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Dave Goater
dave.gosubrefs@outlook.com

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Southern Youth League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Peter Harris 01252315856 / 07967 988840
Peter.harris1767ntlworld.com

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 01483 300155
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com

Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary

www.wsyl.org.uk
Alan Wiggins 01932 789376 alan.wiggins@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Martin Etheridge
etheridgemartin@aol.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

39/41 Roxborough Rd Harrow,
Middlesex, HA1 1NS 0208 424 8524

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com

15a London Street, Farringdon
Oxfordshire, SN7 8AG 01367 242099

London FA
Www.londonFA.com

11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sulivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0870 774 3010

